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Abstract Left-to right (LTR) or right-to-left (RTL) directionality bias has been

proposed to influence individuals’ aesthetic preference for dynamic stimuli. Two

general theoretical propositions attempt to account for this bias. One states that

directionality bias is based on scanning habits due to cultural differences in native

reading/writing direction, whereas the other proposition speculates that LTR motion

bias occurs due to the right hemisphere’s specialization in visuospatial processing.

The current study assessed the aesthetic preference bias present when native LTR

and RTL readers evaluated fashion garments on the runway in LTR or RTL motion.

The aim of the study was to assess aesthetic preference bias for a novel dynamic

stimulus and the corresponding influence of biological and cultural factors. Native

LTR and RTL readers viewed two blocks of 20 mirror-reversed video pairs with

models wearing dresses on a runway. Participants indicated which dress within the

mirror-reversed pair they preferred. LTR readers displayed a significant leftward

aesthetic preference bias indicating a preference for dresses moving LTR. RTL

readers did not display a significant aesthetic preference bias for dresses moving in

either direction. These results further support the generalizability of aesthetic

preference biases for novel dynamic stimuli and support seminal literature that

argues the bias occurs due to a combination of hemispheric dominance and cultural

differences in native reading/writing direction.
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Visual stimuli, including dynamic stimuli, tend to be organized or presented in an

asymmetrical manner, inducing a left-to-right aesthetic preference bias. Aesthetic

preference for particular stimuli (e.g., pictures or faces) is influenced by many

organizational factors such as location of mass, dimensions, implied directionality,

and lighting. For example, Hutchison et al. (2011) analyzed the impact of lighting

on advertisements and found that people preferred advertisements lit from above

and to the left as opposed to those lit from above and to the right. Participants not

only stated that they preferred the advertisement, but that they would be more likely

to purchase the product (Hutchison et al. 2011). Research indicates that asymmetries

within stimuli play a large role in aesthetic judgment and preference.

Two broad theoretical positions attempt to explain the underlying cause of

aesthetic preference bias: native reading/writing direction and hemispheric special-

ization. The first theoretical stance attributes the bias to cultural differences in

native reading/writing direction. This theory proposes that the direction one learns

to read and write (i.e., left to right or right to left) directly impacts one’s aesthetic

judgment. Support for this theory has been found in the seminal aesthetic preference

literature. For example, Nachson et al. (1999) assessed left-to-right and right-to-left

readers’ aesthetic preference for facial and body profiles. The right-to-left readers

spoke either Hebrew or Arabic and the left-to-right readers spoke Russian. The

researchers found that right-to-left readers preferred facial and body profiles turning

to the right, whereas left-to-right readers found the opposite profiles more

aesthetically appealing. Maass et al. (2007) analyzed aesthetic preference bias for

stimuli in motion. Participants, whose native language was Italian, were shown

mirror-reversed video clip pairs of a soccer goal and a violent film scene. For left-to-

right readers, a soccer goal was considered superior and more beautiful when

viewed with left-to-right motion. These participants also rated the film scene as

more aggressive and harmful to the victim when observed with left-to-right motion.

These directionality biases were opposite in participants who read from right-to-left.

The researchers concluded that scanning habits due to learned reading/writing

directions influence aesthetic preference bias as opposed to hemispheric dominance.

The second theoretical stance developed to explain aesthetic preference bias

states that the bias occurs due to one’s innate right hemispheric dominance. Levy

(1976) developed the attentional bias model and Beaumont (1985) developed the

processing-efficiency model to explain the impact of hemispheric specialization on

aesthetic preference. According to Levy (1976), visuospatial processing induces

activation of the right hemisphere, in turn, promoting attentional bias to the left

visual field. Therefore, people prefer images with a larger portion of the mass on the

right-hand side because it causes the leftward attentional bias to be negated (Levy

1976). Beaumont (1985) agreed with this notion but added to Levy’s (1976) theory

when he discovered that his participants were displaying a right gaze bias.

Beaumont (1985) reasoned that when people attend to objects in the left visual field,

the information travels contralaterally to the right hemisphere. According to his

processing-efficiency model, this right gaze bias allows more of the visual scene to
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fall into the left visual field and be processed by the right hemisphere (Beaumont

1985). This creates an efficient alignment between the stimulus and proper circuitry

due to the right hemisphere’s specialization for visuospatial processing.

Numerous studies have supported this hemispheric specialization theory. Mead

and McLaughlin (1992) discovered that dextral and inverted sinistral participants

found pictures with an implied left-to-right directionality more aesthetic pleasing as

compared to their mirror-reversed pairs. Left-to-right motion will promote a

rightward gaze, causing a majority of the picture to be efficiently processed by the

right hemisphere, further supporting Beaumont’s (1985) processing-efficiency

model. Furthermore, Treiman and Allaith (2013) analyzed the impact of reading

direction on aesthetic preference bias for pictures. They assessed participants who

either read Arabic or English and found that those who read right-to-left displayed

no significant difference in preference bias as compared to left-to-right readers.

Both groups exhibited an aesthetic preference bias for right-facing pictures, bringing

into question the impact of native reading/writing direction and further supporting

the hemispheric specialization theory.

Certain research claims the combination of cultural differences in native reading/

writing direction and hemispheric dominance to be the underlying cause of aesthetic

preference bias. Andrews (2014) found that native reading/writing direction

influenced lighting bias, but also discovered that hemispheric dominance plays a

role. According to her research, the degree of lighting bias decreases as people age

due to the deterioration of the right hemisphere. The researcher also discovered that

right hemispheric lesions caused a contralesional shift in lighting bias. Friedrich

et al. (2014) aimed to assess the prevalence of aesthetic preference bias when

analyzing landscapes and mobile objects. They analyzed both right-to-left and left-

to-right readers to determine if the aesthetic preference bias was due to native

reading/writing direction or hemispheric specialization. The researchers found that

left-to-right readers displayed a left-to-right directionality bias and mass location

had no corresponding impact. Right-to-left readers did not display a bias. The

directionality bias was stronger for the video stimuli in both groups of readers. The

researchers concluded that hemispheric specialization is the basis for aesthetic

preference bias and these learned scanning habits due to reading direction modulate

the strength of the bias.

Research has also found that this aesthetic preference bias is further modulated

by gender. Friedrich et al. (2014) discovered that their male participants displayed a

stronger left-to-right directionality bias than females. This may be due to differential

lateralization between males and females (Amunts et al. 2007; Cela-Conde et al.

2009). Males display a more dominant right hemispheric lateralization in

visuospatial processing (Amunts et al. 2007; Friedrich et al. 2014). Furthermore,

when evaluating stimuli for aesthetic appeal, males have been shown to solely

display activation in the right hemisphere, whereas females express bilateral

activation (Cela-Conde et al. 2009). This differential effect of gender has also been

observed in line bisection tasks where males exhibit a stronger leftward bias than

females (Jewell and McCourt 2000; Roig and Cicero 1994). The combination of

these findings may account for males enhanced left-to-right directionality bias.
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Visual scanning habits and eye movements may also contribute to aesthetic

preference bias. Previous literature has stated that both one’s native reading/writing

direction and hemispheric lateralization influence scanning and eye movements.

The leftward bias observed in facial processing research has been attributed to an

interaction between scanning patterns and hemispheric specialization (Megreya and

Havard 2011; Vaid and Singh 1989). Vaid and Singh (1989) aimed to assess the

underlying processes involved in the leftward bias found in facial affect processing.

The researchers looked at both left-to-right (Hindi) and right-to-left (Arabic or

Urdu) readers and found that the leftward bias was significantly stronger in the left-

to-right readers. The right-to-left readers did not display a significant bias. They

concluded that the right-to-left scanning patterns exhibited by the right-to-left

readers negated the leftward bias due to hemispheric specialization. Smith and Elias

(2013) went on to study the impact of reading direction and eye movements on

lighting biases. They found that left-to-right readers displayed more fixations on the

left side of the image, whereas right-to-left readers exhibited the opposite. Left-to-

right readers revealed significant preference for images lit from the left and,

although not significant, right-to-left readers showed a preference for images lit

from the right. Abed (1991) analyzed the impact of reading direction on fixation

location and saccade direction. He found no different in fixation location; however,

left-to-right readers displayed more left-to-right saccadic movements, whereas

right-to-left readers displayed the opposite. These studies indicate that eye

movements are further influencing aesthetic preference bias.

The purpose of the current study is to assess aesthetic preference biases for a

novel dynamic stimulus and to explore the impact of cultural factors, such as native

reading/writing direction, and biological factors on these preference biases. The

current study will evaluate the aesthetic preference bias for a garment in motion and

the corresponding eye movements for native left-to-right and right-to-left readers.

We predict that left-to-right readers will prefer garments moving left to right,

whereas right-to-left readers will display no aesthetic preference bias due to a

combined effect of hemispheric dominance and native reading direction. We

hypothesize that males will display an overall stronger leftward bias than females.

Furthermore, we predict that left-to-right and right-to-left readers will display a

shorter fixation duration average for dynamic stimuli in line with their respective

reading directions. Finally, we predict that left-to-right and right-to-left readers will

exhibit faster saccadic velocity averages when exploring dynamic stimuli moving in

the same direction as their native reading direction.

Method

Participants

Seventy-eight participants with a mean age of 25.9 years (SD = 6.356, range

17–39 years) voluntarily participated in this study. There were 50 participants (36

females) whose native reading direction was left to right, and 28 participants (17

females) whose native reading direction was right to left. Right-to-left readers’
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native language was Arabic, Urdu, or Farsi and the length of time right-to-left

readers had been fluent in a left-to-right language ranged from 7 months to 26 years.

Participant recruitment occurred through the use of the University of Saskatchewan

Psychology Participant Pool, a recruitment poster, and a recruitment email list

collected from previous studies. Participants recruited through the Participant Pool

received one bonus mark toward their 100 or 200-level psychology course. Those

recruited from the email list received 10 dollars in compensation for their

participation. Participants were recruited after the study received ethical approval

from the University of Saskatchewan Behavioural Research Ethics Board on June

16, 2016 (Beh 16-191). Participant Pool participants who did not meet the study

inclusion criteria could still participate for credit; however, their data would not be

used in the analysis and therefore would not contribute to the results.

Stimuli and procedure

Each participant was exposed to three video pair practice trials followed by two

blocks of 20 mirror-reversed video stimuli for a total of 80 video clips. The video

clip pairs were a forced-choice task and contained a female model wearing a dress

and walking down the runway from left to right or right to left. Each video pair

contained a different dress than the previous pair. The participants viewed the dress

moving down the runway from left to right and right to left and chose which version

of the dress they preferred. Having the participants choose between the same dress

moving in different directions ensured that the participants’ preference choice was

due to directionality and not influenced by confounding factors such as lighting or

dress colour. No deception occurred, and the participants were not led to believe

that the two dresses in the video pairs were different.

These video clips were taken from two Ellie Saab runway shows found on

YouTube and cut into two-second clips using iMovie. Lighting came from the same

direction in both fashion shows and was counterbalanced by mirror-reversing each

video. These two-second video clips were displayed on a computer screen using

SMI Experiment Suite 360. Two versions of the experimental stimuli were created

to counterbalance the direction of motion in the video pairings. Half the participants

completed version one, where a random selection of video pairings was presented

with the leftward motion first and the remaining pairings had the rightward motion

presented first. The other half of the participants completed version two, which was

exactly opposite to version one.

Participants arrived at the lab and informed consent was obtained prior to

beginning the experiment. Each participant completed a demographics question-

naire along with a handedness and footedness questionnaire (Elias and Bryden

1998). This ensured that handedness and footedness were accounted for as

covariates. Participants were randomly assigned to complete one of the two versions

of the experiment and were instructed to sit down in front of a computer screen and

place their chin on the chin rest in order for the eye tracker to track their eye

movements. They then completed an eye tracker calibration. Once calibrated,

instructions were verbally presented to them from a script. After the instructions, the

researcher hit the space bar to begin the experiment. A fixation cross appeared at the
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centre of the screen for 1000 ms before each pair of videos. The pair of videos then

played, and a question appeared asking participants to verbally indicate whether

they preferred the first or second dress. The researcher recorded their responses on a

separate computer. While participants were completing the experimental task, A

SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI) Remote Eye Tracking Device (RED 4) recorded

their eye movements with a frequency of 60 Hz. The eye data was transferred to

iView 9 operating on an SMI custom built PC with a 2.4 GHz Intel CPU and a

580 MHz Nvidia GeForce 9300 M GS graphics card. Experiment Center was used

to present the stimuli on a 1280 9 1024 resolution computer monitor. The distance

from the head to the screen was 70 cm. Once the experiment was complete,

participants were asked if they had any questions and were handed a debriefing

form. The eye-tracking data was analyzed through a specific program called Begaze.

Scoring

Participants were assigned a -1 every time they chose a leftward moving garment

and a ?1 every time they chose a rightward moving garment. The participant’s

scores for each video pair were averaged to assign them an overall mean aesthetic

bias score.

Results

Aesthetic preference scores

The dependent variable was the participant’s mean aesthetic bias score and a 2

(Reading direction [LTR, RTL]) 9 2 (Gender [male, female]) Independent-

measures ANOVA was conducted. The overall bias scores were determined by

adding the number of right-to-left and left-to-right selections. There was a

significant main effect of reading direction where the mean aesthetic bias scores of

left-to-right and right-to-left readers significantly differed from one another, F(1,

77) = 10.472, p = .002. Left-to-right readers displayed a leftward aesthetic

preference bias (- .2014), and right-to-left readers displayed a slight rightward

bias (.0837). No significant main effect of gender was found and no significant

interaction between gender and native reading direction was found (see Fig. 1).

One-sample t tests were then conducted to determine whether a significant

aesthetic bias was present in both groups of readers. Left-to-right readers exhibited a

significant left-to-right aesthetic bias, t(49) = - 4.118, p\ .001. However, the

mean aesthetic bias score for right-to-left readers did not significantly differ from

zero, t(27) = 1.075, p = .292.

Eye-tracking scores

The dependent variable is the amount of time (ms) each participant spent fixating on

the dynamic stimuli and a 2 (Reading direction [LTR, RTL]) 9 2 (Fixation duration

average [LTR videos, RTL videos]) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted to
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analyze fixation duration for the dynamic stimuli. No significant main effects or

interaction were found. A 2 (Reading direction [LTR, RTL]) 9 2 (Saccadic velocity

average [LTR videos, RTL videos]) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted to

analyze whether the speed of saccadic movements differed depending on the

combination or reading direction and video direction. The dependent variable is the

velocity (�/s) of the saccadic movements. No significant main effects or interaction

were found. The significance level was set to a = 0.05 for all statistical tests.

Discussion

The main purpose of this study was to analyze the impact of native reading/writing

direction on aesthetic preference biases for a novel dynamic stimulus and to clarify

whether hemispheric specialization and/or native reading/writing direction modu-

lated the bias. The results supported the first hypothesis, indicating that left-to-right

readers exhibited a left-to-right preference bias and right-to-left readers displayed

no bias. Furthermore, these results further support seminal literature which argues

that aesthetic preference biases are mediated by an interaction between hemispheric

dominance and native reading/writing direction (Andrews 2014; Chokron and De

Agostini 2000; Friedrich et al. 2014; Maass and Russo 2003; Nicholls and Roberts

2002). In keeping with Friedrich et al.’s (2014) study, these results support

Beaumont’s (1985) processing-efficiency model. The left-to-right directionality of

the dynamic stimuli pulled the participants’ gaze to the right side of the visual

scene. This caused a larger portion of the scene to fall into the left visual field,

facilitating efficient processing by the right hemisphere and producing a preference

for left-to-right directionality. Learning to read and write from right-to-left may
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Fig. 1 The aesthetic preference bias scores for male and female right-to-left (RTL) and left-to-right
(LTR) readers. The error bars attached to each column represent a 95% confidence interval
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have produced scanning habits or past cultural experiences that balanced the right

hemisphere efficiency effect, creating no directionality bias for this reading group

(Friedrich et al. 2014; Smith and Elias 2013).

No significant differences were found for the eye-tracking data. There were no

significant differences between reading direction and video direction for fixation

duration average or saccadic velocity average. Our results do not correspond with

the seminal research on the impact of native reading/writing direction on aesthetic

preference biases. The seminal research suggests that reading direction impacts

aesthetic preference biases through learned eye-tracking patterns (Abed 1991;

Megreya and Havard 2011; Smith and Elias 2013; Vaid and Singh 1989). In the

seminal literature participants were free-viewing static images, whereas in the

current study they had a fixed amount of time to view the dynamic stimuli. The

dynamic nature of the stimuli in the current study may have influenced the manner

in which the participants visually scanned the video clips. Participants’ eyes may

have simply followed the motion of the dynamic stimuli.

There are multiple potential reasons why the eye-tracking results of the current

study do not align with seminal literature. First, learned scanning habits should not

be ruled out as one of the underlying causes for aesthetic preference biases. The

program utilized for the eye-tracking data analysis did not allow us to assess other

measures such as the direction of saccadic movements or the location of fixations.

Further eye-tracking data analysis may be required to find the underlying

differences in the way right-to-left and left-to-right readers explore the dynamic

stimuli. Second, eye-tracking is a measure of overt, not covert, visual attention.

Participants may be overtly attending to the dynamic stimuli in the same manner,

but covertly visually studying the stimuli in a different manner. The eye-tracking

data analysis would not be able to assess this potential covert visual attention

difference that may be driving the aesthetic preference biases in left-to-right and

right-to-left readers. Finally, the two groups of readers may be visually exploring

the dynamic stimuli in the same way but making different choices due to past

experiences and familiarity. Dynamic stimuli provide participants with a target to

follow, potentially causing the two groups of readers to visually attend to the

moving stimuli in the same way. The different preference choices made by the two

groups of readers may be partially due to past cultural experiences, regardless of the

way they are visually attending to the stimuli. One’s preference for directional

motion may be influenced by what appears natural to them and in line with their

native reading/writing direction.

Lastly, the hypothesis regarding the differential effects of gender was not found

to be significant. Aesthetic preference bias did not significantly differ between

males and females. This is inconsistent with previous literature that states that males

tend to display a stronger leftward aesthetic preference bias than females due to

their increased right hemispheric lateralization in visuospatial processing (Amunts

et al. 2007; Friedrich et al. 2014). One reason may be due to the disproportionate

sample size. This study tested a total of 53 females and only 25 males. Furthermore,

males may have been unfamiliar with the stimuli or attended less to the stimuli than

females. Future research needs to be done to determine the underlying reason for
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these inconsistent results and whether this gender difference resurfaces with other

dynamic stimuli.

The results of this study further support the presence of aesthetic preference bias

and its generalization to a novel dynamic stimulus. Furthermore, the findings that

left-to-right readers display a significant leftward bias and right-to-left readers

display no bias are in accordance with the results and conclusions found in previous

literature (Chokron and De Agostini 2000; Friedrich et al. 2014). This seminal

literature argues that aesthetic preference biases are mediated by a combination of

hemispheric dominance and native reading/writing direction. All people may have

an underlying hemispheric specialization that promotes leftward aesthetic prefer-

ence biases due to processing efficiency; however, learned scanning directions or

past cultural experiences may have the ability to eliminate this leftward bias.

This study is not free of limitations. The main limitation is that a majority of the

right-to-left readers were bilingual, and the forms, instructions, and questionnaires

were presented in English. This could have weakened the degree of bias displayed

by right-to-left readers, however a significant difference in aesthetic preference bias

was still found between both reading direction groups. In future research,

experimental protocol could include forms in participants’ native language and

ensure participants are primed in their native language prior to beginning the

experiment.

In conclusion, one’s native reading/writing direction appears to have a significant

impact on aesthetic preference bias for dynamic stimuli with an underlying and

combined impact of hemispheric specialization. This research assesses a novel

dynamic stimulus, demonstrating the generalizability of aesthetic preference biases

and contributing to the comparison of these biases for dynamic and static stimuli.

Future research should assess the strength of aesthetic biases present in fully

monolingual readers, further analyze eye tracking data, and determine the

generalizability of this aesthetic bias to other dynamic stimuli.
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